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ROI γ 
parameter 
|D1EPID 
– 
D1plan| 
(%pt) 
|D50EPID 
– 
D50plan| 
(%pt) 
|D99EPID 
– 
D99plan| 
(%pt) 
|EUD(1)EPID 
/ 
EUD(1)plan| 
(%) 
|EUD(7)EPID 
/ 
EUD(7)plan| 
(%) 
PTV pass rate -0.68 -0.92 0.25 -0.92 -0.91 
PTV γ1% 0.95 0.84 -0.04 0.87 0.89 
PTV mean-γ 0.85 0.97 -0.15 0.98 0.98 
30%-
PTV 
pass rate 
-0.79 -0.85 -0.41 -0.83 -0.80 
30%-
PTV 
γ1% 
0.68 0.85 0.76 0.83 0.75 
30%-
PTV 
mean-γ 
0.95 0.98 0.32 0.99 0.98 
50% pass rate -0.79 -0.73 -0.50 -0.74 -0.76 
50% γ1% 0.99 0.99 0.84 0.99 0.99 
50% mean-γ 0.96 0.99 0.88 0.99 0.98 
 
Conclusions: 3D γ parameters of the in vivo dose distributions are 
highly correlated with DVH and EUD parameters. The lack of 
correlation with the D99 is logical since underdosages are hardly ever 
observed in the PTV of in vivo dose distributions for H&N VMAT 
treatments.  
These results indicate that γ criteria from in vivo dose evaluation that 
have a clinical relevance in terms of DVH and EUD parameters can 
readily be obtained. This pilot study paves the way for moving from 
hard-to-interpret γ-analysis results to the clinically more common and 
relevant DVH and EUD parameters. This will provide radiation 
oncologists with more insight in the clinical relevance of observed 
deviations during in vivo dosimetry. 
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Purpose/Objective: Pre-treatment quality assurance of radiotherapy 
plans is an essential check of the treatment planning system (TPS) 
dose calculation, as well as the plan transfer to the linear 
accelerator. With increasing numbers of complex treatments – 
including volumetric modulated arc therapy (VMAT) – the burden of 
individual linac-based QA has implications for workflow. In this work 
we introduce an automated Monte Carlo verification system for VMAT 
treatments, with the aim of reducing or replacing linac 
measurements. The system allows dose statistics to be reported for 
individual ROIs, and is able to accept plans exported from a record-
and-verify system, allowing a two-way check of plan transfer. 
Materials and Methods: The verification system is triggered when 
DICOM-RT format files (plan, CT, structures and dose) are exported 
from a TPS. The system automatically prepares and reformats the files 
into instructions for Monte Carlo simulation using GATE/GEANT4. 
Calculations on the patient’s CT dataset are then scheduled on a 44 
CPU cluster. The outputs are automatically merged and gamma 
analysis performed against the planned dose distribution.  
In order to validate the Monte Carlo model, comparisons were made 
to water tank measurements for depth-dose curves, profiles and 
output factors. Further validation was performed by delivering 5 
prostate and 5 head and neck VMAT plans to a cylindrical phantom 
(Delta4), and comparing the results to Monte Carlo simulations of the 
same geometry. To demonstrate the potential of the system for 
routine use, a prostate and head and neck VMAT patient were verified 
and their results interpreted. 
 
 
Results: The model showed good agreement against water tank 
measurements, with >95% of points passing a 2%/2mm gamma analysis 
for depth-dose curves at a range of field sizes. Validation of the VMAT 
simulation against the Delta4 gave results consistent with our 
accepted tolerance for pre-treatment QA, with pass rates of 98.6 (± 
0.9) % for the prostates and 95.8 (± 2.6) % for the head and necks at 
the 3%/3mm gamma level. 
Full dosimetric verification on a patients CT data took the system 10-
12 hours on the present computing cluster, in order to achieve < 2% 
uncertainty within the 5 % isodose volume. By setting up verification 
‘templates’ for individual sites, it was possible to report the gamma 
passes for various relevant ROIs within prostate and head and neck 
plans.  
Conclusions: An automated Monte Carlo verification system has been 
developed which allows for accurate, independent dose calculations 
on the patient CT dataset. ROI-specific results can be reported. 
Export is also allowed from a record-and-verify system to check plan 
transfer. This system demonstrates that highly complex plan QA can 
be performed using a software solution, allowing for the possibility of 
reducing or replacing machine-based measurements. Work is now 
being done to determine tolerances for the calculations, and 
expansion of the cluster is underway to meet clinical demands.  
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Purpose/Objective: In our institution, every clinical IMPT field must 
be verified before the delivery of the first fraction. Since 2007, when 
the new cyclotron was introduced into clinical practice, 2,528 IMPT 
fields have been verified. The purpose of this study was to analyze the 
results of all these fields and to decide whether patient specific 
verifications are necessary in the future. 
Materials and Methods: The treatment planning system automatically 
generates a steering file per field of each plan containing the 
information about selected Bragg peaks, their position and weights. 
Dosimetric verification of every steering file then consists of a 
measurement of two orthogonal profiles using an ionization chamber 
array consisting of two arms of thirteen ionization chambers each at a 
single depth in water. This is mounted on an automatically controlled 
water column such that measurements at different depths can be 
performed as required. The measured profiles are directly sent to the 
treatment planning system where they are compared with the 
predicted doses.  
Results: A summary of the results is shown in figure 1. The analysis of 
all verified IMPT fields have shown that more than 96% of verified 
fields were within our defined tolerances. There were no systematic 
errors in the position of the beam in relation to the isocenter or for 
the range in water. In addition, the precision (SD), calculated over all 
fields, is within ± 0.8 mm (SD) in all three directions. In the absolute 
dose, we have an accuracy of about 0.6 % of the predicted dose and 
precision of ±1.30 %. Although a small number of verifications were 
out of tolerance, most of these were due to problems with the 
measurement itself, e.g. chamber / water column calibration 
problems, malfunctioning ionisation chambers or bad cable 
connections. 
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Conclusions 
Over a long period, our proton therapy facility has been reliable and 
accurate in its delivery. As the correctness of each steering file is 
anyway independently checked by a dose calculation based directly on 
the content of the steering file, we are therefore proposing to move 
to a new QA strategy. This will consist of weekly dosimetric 
verifications of only a standard and quasi-randomly selected field, to 
ensure consistency in the performance of the proton facility. This 
policy will improve workflow issues caused by the obligatory field-by-
field verification adopted up to now. 
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Purpose/Objective: During radiotherapy of the prostate, inter- and 
intra-fractional organ motion can cause deviations in prostate location 
of more than 10 mm away from the position assumed during the 
planning stage. This can potentially degrade the dose target coverage. 
In this treatment planning study we have investigated the impact on 
target coverage caused by organ motion when treating prostate 
cancer with protons, with an emphasis on the situation when 
particularly tight margins are applied. The dosimetric effects were 
compared for two the techniques Intensity Modulated Proton Therapy 
(IMPT) and passive proton Double Scattering (DS). 
Materials and Methods: CT scans of 8 prostate cancer patients were 
re-planned with IMPT and DS using the Eclipse Treatment Planning 
system (Varian Medical Systems). The prostate was defined as the 
Clinical Target Volume (CTV) and was expanded isotropically with 2 
mm to define the Planning Target Volume (PTV). The total prescribed 
dose to the PTV was 76 GyRBE and the evaluation was based on 95 % 
target dose coverage of the PTV in addition to normal tissue dose 
constraints. Both the IMPT and DS treatment plans consisted of two 
opposing lateral fields. To simulate prostate organ motion, the CTV 
was shifted 6 mm and 12 mm in posterior/anterior, superior/inferior 
and lateral directions, and plans were re-calculated for each shift 
with the original field and plan parameters.  
Results: CTV shifts in all directions caused degradation in target 
coverage, however, the degradations differed considerably between 
the two treatment techniques. For the 6 mm shifts in the anterior 
direction the mean dose coverage across all patients was reduced to 
88 ± 2 % with DS and was additionally decreased to 81 ± 4 % with IMPT. 
Similar trends were seen also for the posterior as well as the 
superior/inferior directions (Table 1). For the lateral shifts an 
opposite effect was found, with slightly larger dose reduction for DS 
compared to IMPT. The effects for 12 mm shifts were enlarged, with 
larger degradations for the anterior/posterior and superior/inferior 
directions with IMPT (Figure 1), but smaller for lateral shifts.  
 
Conclusions: In this study we have shown that prostate motion can 
cause severe reduction in target coverage. The degradations appear 
to have a higher impact when treating with IMPT than with passive DS. 
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Purpose/Objective: Although Stereotactic Ablative Body Radiotherapy 
(SABR) has become the standard treatment for T1-T2 inoperable non-
small cell lung cancer (NSCLC), the manner in which this is delivered 
may differ between institutes. Often coplanar and non-coplanar IMRT 
with 10 or more beams is performed, resulting in long treatment 
times. Image guidance, imperative for SABR increases this time even 
further, while intrafraction motion has been found to correlate with 
the overall treatment time1. Since the introduction of volumetric 
modulated arc therapy (VMAT), treatment times have been 
considerably reduced. This study aims to evaluate intrafraction 
motion in NSCLC patients treated with IMRT and VMAT based SABR. 
Materials and Methods: NSCLC patients treated with SABR(3x18 Gy) 
were consecutively selected from our database; 100 IMRT and 50 
VMAT. All patients were treated using a frameless technique whereby 
patients were positioned on a mattress with arm and knee support. 
The image guidance protocol for both techniques was identical: 1) a 
1stCBCT was acquired prior to each fraction that was registered using 
a dual registration algorithm on the bony anatomy and the tumour to 
the mid-ventilation planning CT; 2) a couch correction was performed 
to align the tumour; 3) a 2ndCBCT (CBCT2) was acquired to verify the 
correction prior to dose delivery; 4) following a non-coplanar IMRT 
technique or a dual arc VMAT technique, a 3rd CBCT (CBCT3) scan was 
acquired. Intrafraction motion was evaluated between CBCT2 and 
CBCT3. Treatment time was calculated for both techniques and was 
defined as the difference in time between CBCT3 and CBCT2. The 
difference in intrafraction motion between the 2 techniques was 
analysed in terms of the group mean, systematic and random errors. 
